Hope for Haiti News October 2015
Have you heard? It’s New and improved.
Hope for Haiti’s website has been updated
with a whole new layout. Check it out at
www.hopeforhaiti.ws . There are still a few
items being worked on which should be up
and running very soon. Many new photo’s
have been incorporated into the site, who
knows you may even see someone you know.
Transportation in Haiti helps you to appreciate what you have. If you have a wheelbarrow and strong body
you can find a job moving stuff. Add a two wheel (very large) cart and you can carry even more. Then for
those that are fortunate enough to have a burro or horse not only does the load size increase but the distance that you may go. For most though you travel by foot or if you are in more populated areas and can
afford it you could catch a tap tap (taxi) which vary in size from a small motorbike to a large bus. A small
amount of the population do have vehicles. Over the years many have contributed to the purchase of a
truck or 4 wheel drive vehicle for the needs with EMEVI (Evangelical Living Water Ministry) which Pastor
Marcel oversees. Trips up the mountain are many and when a team
visit’s it cost’s about $500.00 to
rent a vehicle and driver. As a
bit of encouragement a newer 4
wheel drive truck large enough
to carry supplies and a team up
and down the mountain is now
part of EMEVI. We thank the
Lord for this and the many lives
that are being touched. This will
also be a big part of the regular
clinics and medical teachings
that are now taking place in
these remote areas.
Have you updated your
address file?
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